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About This Content

This DLC pack includes

The Complete RIOT - Civil Unrest Original Soundtrack

Featuring nine custom tracks featured in the game -

1. Riot - 1.24

2. Main Theme - 1.26

3. No Tav - 2.42

4. Indignados - 3.20

5. Karatea - 4.32

6. Tahrir - 3.30

7. Global Mode (Police) - 3.52
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8. Global Mode (Rioters) - 4.40

9. Credits - 3.28

The RIOT - Civil Unrest Digital Art Book

Excerpts from Leonard Menchiari's notes, developments screenshots and images.

You will find these contents in your game folder under "Soundtrack" and "Art Book"
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Title: RIOT - Civil Unrest Soundtrack and Art Book
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Leonard Menchiari, IV Productions
Publisher:
Merge Games
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Good game for free.. Got 2 hours to spare and wanna do nerve-wrecking puzzle? You got this.. It's enough like the original
arcade experience that it feels weird to play with arrow buttons instead of a stick.. For its age, this is a very nice loco. So its old
and uses old stock for the scenarios. Has 4 scenarios for PDL and GWMl. 7 liverys and hoppers. Only thing is now new
choaching stock. It has new sounds from what I know. Overall a 7\/10 loco!. This game should have only cost $1. It was over in
5 minutes. This will keep gamers away from future offerings by this developer.. 10/10 would torture test dummies again. A gold
standard in the 4X genre for infinitely scaling universes and ships. UI is very minimal but it works really well. Excellent starship
design, great tech tree without being overwhelming. Get the Galactic Armoury mod!. This game is broken. You can't get past
level 6. Fix your game!. I enjoyed this game a lot, its for patient open minded people. I read the uncensored version elsewhere,
but decided to buy it here to support the people who made it. There is very little info about the game online or walkthroughs so I
will post the codes here to help people who get stuck.

code 1: 0001 which is space 3 times then dot dot dot once
code 2: 2236

Megane mode code: Just adds glasses. No extra content, first code is changed to 1000 in megane mode and a lot of stuff is
backwards - I tried 6322 as the second code and nothing happens. There may be hidden content here, currently unknown.

Extra info:  Be warned the game will teleport you back to different spots if you put the wrong code in. 0001 worked for me, just
reload if you are teleported back. The possibility of hidden content is quite high, towards the end you need to push through a
time loop several times, just keep going - there are also several bad ends that are short and can be avoided easily.  
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Fantastic game, and my god those bullet patterns are hypnotic. Only negatives in my opinion is the sound effects in places lack
punch and the background can be rather simplistic at times. BUT who cares about that when the screen it covered in bullets :)

Recommend it highly.
. This game looks like shareware from 2003.

The text and UI in this game is INCREDIBLY small at 1920x1080, don't know if it wasn,t meant to be played at that resolution
but I couldn't read anything or make out any of the icons... so I have no idea what was going on. Could should asteroids that
seemed to just be floating around. Couldn't tell what the goal was or anything.. After VN after VN where everything went my
way for my character, it was actually refreshing to play a game the ending was so bittersweet. Felt like a true war story whether I
wanted it or not. Didn't get the girl, people died under my command, and i didnt change much.

TOO REAL/10. This pack is very cool. The phase V and III are really cool which means i can use them whenever. Except theirs
no Phase IV Included. Can they at least add a Phase IV Paint scheme into the Marketplace. Still this is a really cool pack. :3.
Best :D :d2rubick:. Decent. You can slip from the edge of the platform and get distracted by the yellow static in the middle of
the screen, though.. The comparisons to Hyper light drifter are going to be made, so I'll get that out of the way .
You kill tough enemies, and have a dash move .
there end the similarities between the two games.

Phantom Trigger is a hardcore action-adventure game set in a mysterious world, where you control the hero and three main
weapons :
A sword ( blue)
A whip ( green )
And knuckles ( red )

Using the three weapon types wil level them up ( represented by meteres in the top left )
Also, destroying crystals of the weapon's color will increase it's level.

But why?
Well, higher level on a weapon opens up more combo attacks to perform with them.

For instance : attack with the blue sword twice, and then attack with the whip ; and you get an attack that freezes foes into solid
ice.

Attack with sword twice, and then dash - you get a move that dashes through enemies while also slowing them down.

There are quite a few combos to open up this way.

\\And the color of the weps comes into play with more than just simple leveling up, they also use it in boss battles ( where you
need to use the proper color affintiy to deal damage )

In puzzles, where you have to repeat a pattern with the right weps, and in the right order.,

And in some battles,where the enemies will change affinity, casuing you to switch weps to deal damage to them at all, it makes
you think outside of your normal attack patterns.

The game can be rather difficult, but you can adjust difficulty on the fly in game . I don't find this release build to be too
difficult, the Alpha and Beta versions were far more crippling in terms of difficulty

The story is cryptic, the environments are beautifully crafted, and the effects of (distortions and glitches ) are really well done,
and add alot of atmosphere to the game.
All in all, if you enjoy games like HLD where skill is a requirement, and you will die often and learn from mistakes, then you
might enjoy this one as well.. I got this app on sale for $1.59 USD in a recent steam sale. Is this app worth that much? I think so,
but just barely. The main problem with this app is that the graphics \/ cinematic experiences are very low quality. These are
PS2\/ Xbox 360 level graphics. It really takes away from the experience.
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Each of the 7 experiences did load for me without any problems (although exiting was another matter, I had to quit the app to
get out of each experience). Each experience lasted from 2-3 minutes each. So there isn't a lot of content here. The narrator
gives some interesting factoids, but even the backstories for each of these 7 wonders is very limited.

So if you're really curious about the 7 ancient wonders, then I think I can recommend this app. Honestly, nobody will probably
recreate this experience. So it's the only game in town, even if it's not particularly well done.

Sale Price Rating: 5\/10 buy for the educational experience on sale only if you're really interested in the subject matter
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